The Ultimate
Guide to Online
Games Offers

Looking for conversions for your Online
Game Offers? This Guide is packed with
lots of useful information and tips to help
you level up with different traffic sources,
ad formats, optimisation tips and creative
ideas. It will help you attract gamers from
across the internet towards your fantasy
world (or multiverse?) 🎮 👾

Author: Anna Quiroga,
ExoClick Content Marketer
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Why are
Online
Games big
business?
Online games constitute an accessible, snackable
and affordable form of entertainment, with plenty
of brand new games to discover every single day.
They also offer a new and exciting avenue for
human connection, through social features such as
in-game chats, connecting billions of people across
the globe daily. Because of these features, the
online gaming industry grew exponentially during
the pandemic, creating new online gaming habits
and trends that have continued post pandemic
too!

Why is it so profitable?
According to Statista, in 2020, the global online
gaming market generated approximately 21.1 billion
U.S. dollars in revenues and the number of users is
expected to rise to 1.3 billion users by 2026. Easy
access to compatible portable devices and
affordable internet are the key factors to this global
online gaming growth.

🎮. CPL (cost per lead): each time you generate a
lead for the game, such as a sign up or a
download. (This can also be called SOI and DOI)
🎮. SOI (single opt in): easiest conversion flow, a
user signs up to the offer entering their email
address, the product owner will check email
validity. Payout is generally low, but it’s a simple
flow so it’s easier to build scale. Great for newbies.

Users don’t need to invest in expensive consoles to
try online games when they can use desktop, mobile
and tablet devices, increasing the potential of
turning casual gamers into regulars, leading to a
sector of gamers with a long lifetime value for
gaming products.

🎮. DOI (double opt in): requires email sign up to
the offer with user verification. Can also require
the sign up to make a payment, so check with
the product owner first. Conversion rates are
lower as more actions are needed from the end
user, but payout is higher.

Let’s look at the payout methods

🎮. CPS (cost per sale): for example, for each
purchased premium subscription. Sometimes it
is possible to get an additional percentage of
additional purchases from the same user.

“Seven payout options to conquer one signup!”
🎮 CPA (cost per acquisition): each time a user
purchases a game through a website or AppStore,
acquires a paid subscription or makes InApp
purchases.

🎮. CPI (cost per install): each time a user installs
the game through the ad that they clicked on.
This applies both to Apps and web based games.

🎮 IPM (Install Per Mille): the number of installs
generated for every 1,000 impressions. IPM is
calculated by dividing total installs by total
impressions and multiplying by 1,000.
🎮 K-Factor: the number of organic users you get as
the result of a paid UA campaign. For example, if a
user invites friends to play a game that has got a
multiplayer option, you earn free users.

“It’s PayDay!”
🎮 RevShare: this % is either offered or can be
negotiated with a site’s affiliate program. This can
be a share of the new user’s purchase or as
previously mentioned, a percentage of the user’s
Lifetime revenue.

Getting
conversions
with
ExoClick’s
Traffic
Sources

ExoClick serves 408,661,817 daily impressions for
Games offers. We have two main sources of global
traffic for Games offers: Free content sites and
Members Area sites, along with a large range of high
performing ad formats across all devices.

Breakdown of Global daily impressions per device:
Tablet
5.6%

Desktop
28.6%

Mobile
65.8%

Free content sites
Desktop, Mobile or Tablet?
Here is a daily impressions breakdown across 6 continents of
where advertisers targeted online games offers on ExoClick’s
network from Q1 2022, by the ExoClick's Business Intelligence
Department.

Online Games Offers impressions per device and continents

10 good
reasons
to test
Free
Content
Sites

👾 #1 Global reach: Allows targeting very popular sites either
regionally or globally, reaching huge volumes of traffic.
👾 #2 Sites that Gamers visit: Place your offers on cartoon
content sites such as manga and anime. This audience loves
playing games and especially within their cartoon obsessed
communities. In fact, many popular games are based on
pre-existing anime and manga characters and story lines.
👾 #3 Deep targeting: Use ExoClick’s targeting features and
categories to fine tune your reach and improve ROI.
👾 #4 Keyword targeting: With ExoClicks keyword targeting
you can really target end users by using keywords such as
Games, Cartoons when setting up campaigns.
👾 #5 Retargeting: Since free content sites operate with
wider audiences and a higher variety of sites and ad formats,
there’s plenty more flexibility and options to run retargeting
campaigns to end users who have shown initial interest in
your ads, but not yet converted, giving you greater
conversion possibilities.

👾 #6 Many ad formats: Allows you to test a large range of
different ad formats including Video, Fullpage
Interstitials, Native, Push Notifications, In Page Push
Notifications and Banners, which enables greater
flexibility with your campaign’s creatives to convert your
offers.
👾 #7 Video advertising: On the same note, video ads are
key to showcase the gaming experience to users, which
means that targeting free video content websites with
video ad formats is extremely beneficial for converting
gaming offers.
👾 #8 Premium traffic sources: ExoClick’s account
managers hand pick these ad zones based on conversion
quality, allowing you to reach premium quality, verified
traffic from high converting sources.
👾 #9 RON traffic sources: RON, or Run of Network site ad
zones are less expensive to bid on compared to Premium
sites, allowing you to continuously test out brand new
traffic sources, as our RON network adds new Publishers
everyday.
👾 #10 A/B testing: Test different ad formats and both
Premium and RON sites to obtain the best possible
converting ad zones.

Online games offers on free
content cartoon sites
Free cartoon content sites are hugely popular, especially in Asia, US
and Europe. These types of sites are great for game offers because
their audience already loves to play games. Because they enjoy
illustrated and animated fantasies, they are the perfect audience for
your game, since your offer is an animated fantasy - Gamified!
Also, because of the pandemic, even more free content sites end
users have become gamers. According to IDC and LoopMe, globally,
6% of mobile gamers had not played mobile games before the
pandemic and the worldwide base of gamers that played on a
smartphone or tablet monthly jumped 12% in 2020 compared to 2019,
to roughly 2.25 billion.

Mobile First!
Cartoon sites, animated and static, are especially popular on mobile,
sinceBthe users spend their free time reading the content - during
work breaks,Bcommuting/traveling, with friends or while visiting
families. Because a lot of online games are played through portable
devices, that makes thesesites perfect for your games offers.

Two great ad formats for
cartoon sites
All ad formats are available for free cartoon sites, but
we wanted to highlight 2 very high converting
formats for games offers for cartoon traffic:

#2 Outstream Videos: because most of these cartoon
sites feature lots of static images, Outstream video ads
really stand out. A 15-30 second Outstream video lets
you showcase what your Game offer is like to play, to
really engage the audience - they love to be
entertained! Although Banners are less expensive to
bid on, the CTR is way higher for Outstream Video

. Fullpage Interstitials: FPIs are a large format just like
#1
Popunders, and you can use static images or MP4
videos as the ad creatives, and this format really
captures end user attention. Also, Google blocks some
Popunder ads, but the FPI always shows because it is
fully Google compliant.

Our BI dept. examined our network data and
compared global CTRs for Outstream and Banner ads.
On Desktop, CTRs were 700% higher for Outstream
and on mobile 2400% higher.

Cartoon audience CTRs for FPIs on ExoClick's
Networks, according to our BI data:

As the CTRs clearly show, Outstream Ads are a great
choice!

6 tips for
converting
with
Cartoon
Site Traffic

🤓 TIP! Cartoon style: Adapt your creatives into a cartoon
or animation style. The more time and effort you invest
in marketing materials, the better results, especially for
a niche category like Cartoons.
🤓 TIP! Refresh your content to attract gamers: These
end users are exposed to several stimulating realities
simultaneously, traveling to different universes, so they
can get burned out easily if your ads are repetitive. So
refresh your ads with new character designs, custom
items such as clothing, and gameplay to keep things
interesting.
🤓 TIP! Make it social: Typically, gamers socialize online A
LOT - mainly, with other Gamers. So if your game offer is
a social one that lets them play with others and has ingame chat features, let them know in your ads.

🤓 TIP! Speak their language! Cartoons are twice as popular
with Millennials (under 40 years old) and Generation Z
(under 24 year olds) than it is with Generation X and older
groups (40 years old and above). Use marketing texts to
appeal to this younger audience. For example manga fans
use words like:
“Otaku” Which means a young person who is obsessed
with computers, cartoons and popular culture.
“Isekai” Stories where the main character is transported
from their familiar world to a fantasy world.
“Lolita” A style of dress for female characters in manga
that makes them appear doll-like.
“Mecha” Stories that feature robots in battle.
So if your game features robots in battle you could use a text
like: “Otakus are obsessed with our new Mecha game.”
🤓 TIP! Use emojis: This audience communicates emotions
with universally understood emoji symbols, so replace texts
with relevant emojis to grab their attention further. Later on
in this Guide we will give you some great emoji examples
you could use.
🤓 TIP! ExoClick’s keyword targeting: Use this feature to
reach this audience by using keywords like Cartoons, Manga,
Anime, Animation, Stories, Games, Gamers, etc

What ad
formats work
best for online
game offers on
Free Content
sites?
With such a large range of different ad formats
available for free content sites it is important to
test as many as you can. Now let's look at each ad
format in more detail.

Video ad formats
Video ads are becoming increasingly more
popular within online advertising - they are
more engaging, can be passively watched
and have higher CTRs. This is especially true
within the online gaming industry, since
they allow you to showcase gameplay,
character design options, premium options
and other exciting experiences of the game
you are promoting.
Also, gaming audiences of all demographics
have grown to love apps such as TikTok and
Instagram, where they consume highly
entertaining and snackable video content
every day. This creates a new opportunity for
advertisers to curate short, snappy and easy
to watch content that the end user can
really connect with.
Clicking or tapping on a video ad takes the
end user to your landing page or an App
Store. Bidding is CPM, CPC and CPV.
ExoClick offers 3 video formats.

📽️. In-stream: The ad is shown to the viewer right before they
watch a video of their choosing on a publisher’s site. This
format features a skip ad button, allowing the end user to
close the ad after 5 seconds, which creates the opportunity
to make a big impact during the first 5 seconds.

📽️. Video Slider: The ad slides in on the bottom right of the
screen as a publisher’s site opens, catching the end user’s
attention.

📽️. Outstream: Triggered wherever the publisher has placed the
ad zone on their site, to become part of the user journey. Think
of this format as a display ad that is video. It is non-obtrusive
and appears as part of the user’s journey, opening up and
playing as the end user scrolls down a page. Because Publishers
place this video ad format on various pages, keyword targeting
can be really useful for this ad format.

Video ad formats have the highest CTR because they are a
highly engaging ad format, giving you the opportunity to show
more aspects of your offer compared to a static image, in a
more engaging and entertaining way.
With video content you can show the end user how much fun
they can have playing with the game, which will make them
want to know more by clicking on your video ad.

Our Business Intelligence department looked at CTRs for Games offers for each video ad
format across 6 continents:

Creating video content doesn’t have to be complicated. Nowadays, smartphones
have great cameras, and amateur style videos that use natural lighting are widely
accepted - for instance, amateur style live footage or a user on their phone playing
the game combined with screen recording of gameplay can make for highlyengaging content.
If you don’t have the resources to create video ads, you can use ExoClick’s
free video making service, contact your account manager or a
Client Care Specialist here for more information.

Video advertising content tips for
Games offers
Product demo: Show funny or eye-catching bits of
game play, customization and premium options, or
extra unique features of the game, to showcase
what kind of experience a user can expect.
Showcase the game’s characters: Introduce the
different characters featured in the game. Show
the character creation process, their most
recognisable, funny catch phrases, their powers or
statistics, or their interaction with other characters.
You could also show an end user playing as one of
the characters who is facing a multi-choice
situation in the game, then asking the viewer
directly “What would you do?” or “Who would you
choose?” with the CTA to the game landing page or
App store.

😎 TikTok style: Create the video ad to look like a
#GamingTips video, opinions and reviews
compilations, influencer style, or even compilations
of the characters doing TikTok dances.
😱 Reaction videos: Reaction videos have become
very popular over Instagram, YouTube and TikTok.
Show users playing the game and reacting to it in a
fun and exaggerated way.
Social features: Highlight your game’s chat and
social features being used by multiple users. You
could show conversations about the game, reactions
to what is happening during the gameplay, or even
portray it as if the characters are having
conversations amongst each other in real life.

Character interviews: Create short interviews with
a few characters, or even small sketches of them
interacting with each other.

Sound advice: Keep in mind that your video ad
should be able to connect with the viewer without
the aid of sound. Many people browse in silent mode
and Outstream Video automatically plays on mute.
So incorporate subtitles and call to action texts into
your video creative to get your message across.

⭐ Reward system: Show specific scenarios where
the user would get rewards, level-ups and free
‘premium’ features.

© Copyright: Make sure you own the copyright or
you are officially authorized to use all the content
featured in the video.

🤓 TIP! Create separate campaigns for each video
ad format and device because key metrics and
performance between In-Stream, Slider and
Outstream formats are completely different and
View Ratio, CTR and bidding strategies vary a lot
between Mobile and Desktop devices. It is very
important to test your video campaigns for at least
a week, you need this testing period to gather
enough data to then begin optimizing.
🤓 TIP! Use other ad formats including display ads
and Native as well as video ads to promote the
same offer. Between 40- 60% of conversions come
from browser type-ins shortly after users have seen
a product’s video. If you use VAST advertising for
your video campaigns you can use Custom
Attribution data to evaluate the effectiveness of
how the ad formats work together to convert the
offer. Contact your account manager or a Client
Care Specialist here for more information.
🤓 TIP! You can also use Pixel tracking on your
landing page, this allows for a conversion to be
tracked even if the user hasn’t actually clicked on
the video ad.

🤓 TIP! Keep millennials in mind. As advised earlier,
TikTok and IG style videos are great. To engage this
audience, you can also use similar styles in the
creative for your ads such as popular filter types
and effects, the same brand colors (not the logos,
that is copyright infringement) and fonts for your
texts. Also make sure to use emojis in your video
creatives if you are showing bits of text (if this is
two characters talking, the text could be contained
within WhatsApp text style bubbles), as well as
abbreviations such as LMAO, LOL, etc.
🤓 TIP! Bounce off the hype of popular mainstream
games and TV shows and movies. For instance, if
your game is in a Game of Thrones style, you can
play up on that fact, using creatives and
typographies that imitate the style and even
portraying the characters under a similar light. You
can also play with recognisable slogans such as
‘Winter is Here’ with puns or adding your own twist
to them. CAREFUL, though, literally copying these
slogans, utilizing branded sentences, titles and
characters is also copyright infringement!
🤓 TIP! Download our Ultimate Guide to Video
Advertising for more optimization tips and creative
insights.

Push Notifications
This ad format consists of an image or icon on the left
and text on the right: Title (max. 50 characters) and
Description (max. 90 characters). The user clicks on
the Push Notification ad and is taken to the
advertisers landing page. Bidding is CPM & CPC.
ExoClick offers two types of this ad format:

🔔 #1 Traditional Push Notifications: Users that visit a
publisher’s website are offered the opt-in option of
receiving Push Notifications featuring advertiser
offers. Users that opt-in become subscribers, making
them a very high quality traffic source because they
have agreed to receive Push Notifications from the
publisher’s advertisers. The Push Notification
Message appears within the screen of the end user’s
device ensuring maximum visibility and qualified
clicks.

Messages are delivered to the end user even when
he is not browsing the website on his device. You
can use ExoClick’s full range of targeting options to
fine tune user reach. Please note: Safari (OS X, iOS)
does not allow web push notifications. This format
allows two different sizes for your icon/image (jpeg,
png or gif): 192x192px or 720x480px.

🔔 #2 In-Page Push Notifications: A website’s users do not
have to opt-in to see the ad, because it is really a display ad
that is designed to look exactly like a Push Notification. The
ad fades in over the publisher site’s content, making it really
eye-catching to end users. In-Page Push Notifications are
displayed to all website users and not just users who
previously opted-in to a website to subscribe to see Push
Notifications, giving you a much greater reach. Publishers
have several placement options they can implement for the
format on a page, ensuring that the ad zone is not grouped
together with other banners making the In-Page Push
Notifications ad stand out to the end user, bringing a high
CTR. This format icon/image size is (jpeg, png or gif):
720x480px.
Global Online Game Offers CTRs for Push Notifications

Get creative with emojis
Push Notifications allow you to use emojis within
the texts of your creative, which brings greater
end user engagement, especially when targeting
games to younger audiences. According to
ExoClick BI stats, using an emoji in the title
increases CTR by 7% and an emoji in the
description increases CTR by 13%, compared to the
CTRs when no emoji is used. Here are a few tips on
how to make the most of them:

TIP! Use an emoji that categorizes your
subject, and place it before your text. Emojis
such as
, or
can be great to highlight that
you are advertising a videogame.

🤓 TIP! Less is more: adding emojis to your push
notification message enables you to shorten your
text to make it more punchy, effective and
easier/quicker to read.
TIP! Customize: you can either use an emoji
that is similar to your game’s logo. For example,
Pacha Nightclub can use the
emoji because
their brand consists of two cherries.

🤓 TIP! Make them coherent to your message. Make
sure the emojis tell a story, don’t overuse emojis just
for the sake of it. For example, if your game is a
dating based game, you could use emojis such as

Use dynamic tokens
Push Notification Ads allow you to use dynamic
tokens which will display different texts
depending on the information of the end user
that is viewing your ad.

Device details: online games tend to be
compatible with most devices and operating
systems, so it can be useful to target them too.
If said gamer uses a Windows 10, using the token
{operating_system}, would look like:

Location: these tokens could be by city, region
and country. For instance, you could use the
{city} token in your ad texts to attract localized
users:
Or, with the token {device}:

This is what it would look like if the user is based
in Barcelona:

Native

Native ads are ads that have been designed to look
exactly like the content of a website they are being
placed on. They consist of:
An image which will appear like a content
thumbnail e.g. like a video screenshot, article or
editorial. The image should be 300x300px
A short title for a catchy headline (max. 50
characters)
A short description (max. 90 characters) to
expand on your catchy title
A Brand name (max. 30 characters) to ensure
quality clicks as the end user knows it is an ad.
Once the ads assets are uploaded within your admin
panel, the ad becomes fully responsive and can be
used on desktop, mobile and tablet ad campaigns.
Bidding is CPM and CPC.

🤓 TIP! When the user clicks the Native ad, it is best to
follow the Native flow. Because Native ads should
appear like the editorial content of your landing page
should be in an editorial style like an article. This could
be tips for the game, profiles of the characters,
highlighting the game features, then place your CTA at
the end of the landing page. The secret to converting
on Native is not to go for the hard sell, but to educate
and capture the interest of the end user with your
landing page.
🤓 TIP! Don’t forget, you can also use emojis in your
Native Titles and Descriptions to drive further
engagement - get creative!
🤓 TIP! You can also use dynamic tokens for this format,
as well as Keyword insertion language distribution,
which automatically translates the keyword insertion
token into the following languages: English, French,
German, Italian, Portuguese, Spanish, Japanese and
Chinese depending on location.
🤓 TIP! Because Native CPM bid prices are low, Native is
perfect for test campaigns, or why not run a Native
campaign in tandem with a video ad campaign? Use
them to retarget a user who has clicked on a campaign
you are running with another ad format.

Native conversion flow
Getting high CTRs with Native Ads is all about
psychology: it’s a matter of getting creative and
creating meaningful and engaging content. The Ad’s
texts and creatives should capture the viewer’s
interest and spark their curiosity (image on the right):

Native average CTRs for online gaming offers

Responsive Display Ads
A Responsive Display Ad (RDA) is a Banner ad that
automatically adapts its size, format and appearance to
fit any standard IAB Banner display ad placement. RDAs
are used by Advertisers and Publishers on Google Ads
and now they are available on ExoClick’s platform. RDAs
are created automatically from an Advertiser’s uploaded
assets: images and texts (title, description and brand).
ExoClick’s system then combines and adjusts them so
that the final Banner creatives fit all of the following
Publisher Banner display ad zone specifications:
👾 160×600, 300×100, 300×250, 300×500, 728×90 and
900×250.
Using RDAs has many benefits!

🎮 Save time: With RDAs, you just need a couple of
high-resolution images and texts, which are used
by ExoClick’s Ad platform to create different sized
banner ads for you, saving time and resources.
🎮 Launch campaigns quickly: You can launch an
advertising campaign targeting all display
inventory (Native, IAB banner sizes, Push
Notifications) from a single campaign.
🎮 Increase your reach: The more ad sizes you have
for a campaign, the better your reach. Responsive
Display Ads give you access to more banner
placements, increasing your reach even further,
requiring no extra design work from you.
🎮 Increase your data for optimisation: Having a
large range of different sized banners available to
test can bring new optimisation opportunities. For
example if you only have creatives for 300×100
banners and only run campaigns for these sizes, by
using RDA, you automatically have different display
sizes to test, giving you more data to play with.
You can set up RDA ads within the Native ad
campaign set up in your admin panel. A full tutorial
can be found here.

Fullpage Interstitial

🤓 TIP! MP4 video banner creatives allow you to show more
about your offer compared to a static image, but a picture
can also say 1,000 words, so test between static images and
video images to see which is working better for you.
🤓 TIP! Recover a lost Chrome audience: Chrome blocks
some Popunders, so the FPI is a great alternative to the
Popunder. This is one of the reasons that more and more
publishers are using FPI ad zones instead. This Chrome
audience is a highly valuable traffic source for a large range
of offers and the FPI is the only way to reach this audience.

As previously mentioned Fullpage Interstitials
are large full page format responsive Ads that
appear over the site and cover the whole screen.
They are more eye-catching than other formats,
truly capturing users’ attention and avoiding
‘banner blindness’. Bidding is CPC and CPM.
They display on desktop and tablet horizontally
and on mobile vertically. Mobile users are used
to seeing full page images and social media
videos vertically, this makes the Mobile Fullpage
Interstitial a great format for targeting your
Game offer at mobile users. The FPI is a rich
media ad format so you can use a static image
or MP4 video. The ad is triggered in between a
page load and shown to the end user.

🤓 TIP! Still test out the Popunder ad format, its full screen
also making it a compelling format to advertise your offer.
Fullpage Interstitial average CTRs for online games

Members
Area Traffic
Members Area traffic is a high quality traffic source,
since it exclusively targets active users that have gone
through a signup process to become a member of a
specific publisher’s site, this is very high quality traffic.
67% of traffic is from English speaking countries, with
the remaining traffic from tier 1 European countries.
An example of a Members Area site would be Dating
sites, which are great for ads for SIMS style dating
simulators and role playing online games.
Members Area publishers limit the amount of ads
shown to their members, which means your ad will
have a much higher visibility as you won’t be
competing for clicks against lots of other ads.
Let’s have a look at an ad format that is ideal to
promote your games offer to Members Area traffic.

Menu Tabs
Menu Tabs are a Premium traffic source, ExoClick only
selects high quality traffic sources for Tabs, each
menu Tab is hand-picked and verified by ExoClick
account managers for quality.
The Tabs are displayed within the Publisher’s site
menu, appearing as though they are part of the site’s
navigation tabs. In the example below, the Activity,
Search and Chat tabs are tools to help an end user
navigate the content of the website. Meanwhile, the
Games Tab is a Direct Link ad zone. If an end user
clicks on the Games Tab they will go directly to your
offers landing page.

All Tabs on our network are labeled by vertical,
allowing only one product category to match the
Tab’s labeled text to an advertiser’s offer. Hence, the
Tab Games only allows online gaming advertising
offers. This way you can create bidding campaigns on
Game Tabs knowing that users clicking the tab are
specifically looking for your product category.

You can bid for Tabs in your admin panel under
Marketplace select Ad Format > Direct Link and
Ad Placement > Tab (Vertical). In the example
below, we selected Tab Gaming. You can choose
from Members Area sites, Premium & RON sites.

In addition to Menu Tabs, Banners and Native
ads are available from Members Area traffic. Our
Business Intelligence team looked at CTRs on
Members Area sites for Game offers for these
two formats:
Global online games offers CTRs for Banners
and Native Ads

🤓 TIP! To test out Games Tab ad zones first use
Smart CPC with ExoClick’s Bidder, once you have
found ad zones that are working you can then
scale up by buying flat/monthly deals for those
ad zones. Flat/monthly deals open up more
options to improve performance. Please contact
your ExoClick account manager or a Client Care
Specialist for info.

Game Of
Thrones
Game:
Affiliate
Case Study

Game of Thrones is a worldwide phenomenon, and in
August 2022 the GOT spin off series House of the
Dragon premieres on HBO, which is guaranteed to get
massive exposure. So here is a case study using InStream video to promote a Game of Thrones game.
The affiliate who ran this campaign is a specialist in
games promotion. He instantly saw the opportunity to
use the different characters, gameplays and trailers to
create highly visual and eye-catching in-video stream
ad campaigns to attract regular as well as occasional
gamers.
Using the ExoClick platform and creative tools, he
focusing on promoting the offer in Germany.
Here are the results:
Investment: $480
Total income: $730
Net profit: $250
Conversions: 202
ROI: 52%
Read the whole Case Study here.

Tips from ExoClick Experts
Here are some expert tips from ExoClick’s experts to help you
get creative with the way you think about your ad creatives
and landing pages.

Alex ‘Ad refreshing is key, especially for gaming as users tend to get
bored easily and they want consistently new, exciting and stimulating
creatives. So refresh your ads at least 2-3 times per week. Enhance the
key point of your games: can the players interact with other players?
Is your game hyper-casual, mid-core, or hardcore? Are new upgrades
coming soon? Lastly, focus on seasonal events: like Christmas, Easter,
etc, seasonal events give you a wide variety of marketing angles.'

Ana ‘Larger ad formats give higher visibility and tend to a have
higher CTR, especially the fullpage Interstitial. If your campaign is
targeting different GEOs, localize the text of your ads. Use engaging
and clear call to actions like “Install now”, “Download free” or “Play
now."

Andreas ‘Gaming is ideal for video formats and the CTRs and
conversions are higher than display because the end user can get a
feel of the experience of playing the game. The ideal set up would
be to create separate campaigns for the 3 video formats since Instream is perfect for conversions, Slider is great for special offers or
branding, and Outstream is better for lead generation. Then using
a frequency capping of 4/24 would be recommended to not
overload the user with the same ads all the time.’

Roberto ‘Create your own audience, testing out promotions
showcasing special limited edition skins or characters if the user
starts playing now. Make them feel special! It's key to test different
prelanders to qualify your leads and allocate pixels on several
events, allowing you to design a really accurate retargeting
strategy. Also use ExoClick's landing page algorithms so that the
best performing landing page gets the most traffic.'

For more information
contact your account
manager or a Client Care
Specialist here
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